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EC6 Series (Model 635D-TC3) Princess Leather Collection (Papaya & Chestnut)



Modern meets classical.

We walked down the road less traveled by, 
and came back with something that will 
spark your interest.

EC6 Series (Model 635D-TC3) Princess Leather Collection (Limone & Black)





635D

Unique. Stylish. Comfort.

Every day of work is a journey.
Get ready for the smoothest 

cruise.



Stunning from any angle,
and in any space.

Comfort from every angle.

The EC6 Series is designed to give you 
comfort throughout the day in varying 
positions without compromising the 
essence of style. We love the powerful 
modern appearance that’s designed for 
professionals, like yourself, looking for 
something outside the box. The EC6 is a 
seating solution which demonstrates that 
you’re fully in control. And now, you can 
look good, too.

With the EC6’s easy controls, sturdy base, 
and its optional dual-tone upholstery 
design, we promise you’ll fall in love with 
the way it looks at first—but the way it 
feels will knock your socks off.
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EC6 Series (Model 635D): Leather Plus Collection (Ginger & Brownie)



Features
The EC6 features integrated adjustable 
lumbar support and fixed, fully upholstered 
closed arms. It provides the epitome of 
comfort. The simplicity of this model is what 
makes it feel like home.

EC6 Series (Model 635D): Leather Plus Collection (Ginger & Brownie)

Features

FULLY UPHOLSTERED ARMS
Designed with great looking durable 
double stitch sewing technique.
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SLEEK MECHANISM
Syncro-tilt mechanism with pneumatic 
height adjustment, multi-position tilt lock 
with slow releae, side-tension control.

POLISHED ALUMINUM BASE
5-prong polished aluminum base with 
with dual wheel carpet casters.
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INTERGRATED LUMBAR SUPPORT
Unique lever activated lumbar support 
elegantly integrated into chair back.
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Design
We wanted a seating series that conveys 
a look of power with unique looks tailored 
for trend setters. Feel like a chair has been 
made just for you in the EC6’s luxurious, 
roomy seat.

EC6 Series (Model 635): Leather Plus Collection (Ginger & Brownie)
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Textiles
The EC6 Series can be upholstered using 
high-quality textiles, vinyls, and leathers. We 
have a wide variety of colors and grades to 
choose from.

Princess // MIST & ALMOND
635D 635D

Madras // POPPY & BURGUNDY
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Trust us — we’ve made it easier for you to 
personalize your new favorite chair. 

For more information, please visit: 
www.nightingalechairs.com/MyChairMaker

Leather Plus // COBBLESTONE Standard Vinyl // STEEL
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635D 635D

http://www.nightingalechairs.com/MyChairMaker


Tailored to what your 
dreams are made of.

WIDTH 27”

EC6 Series (Model 635D): Leather Plus Collection (Ginger & Brownie)

DEPTH 28”

MODEL 635D

MODEL 635

HEIGHT 
39”-42.5”

HEIGHT 
45”-48.5”
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800.363.8954EC6 Series (Model 635D) Princess Leather Collection (Chocolate & Papaya)



EC6 Series (Model 635D-TC3)  Princess Leather Collection (Mist & Snow)





DIMENSIONS DISCLAIMER
Dimensions are subject to change without notice. 
Dimensions may have a variance of up to 0.5”.
Contact your Nightingale if more precise measurements are needed. 

Made in a 100% waste free manufacturing facility.

ISO 14001 & ISO 9001 Certified
TB117-2013 compliant

TEXTILE DISCLAIMER
Nightingale only upholsters with top quality materials.

Nightingale recommends ordering product samples at 
www.nightingalechairs.com/en/textiles before final purchase to 
get a more accurate representation of color. However, due to slight 
variations in dye lots, there can be slight color variations to 
received product.

Nightingale has made every effort to represent the colors and 
textures of these textiles, vinyls and leathers as accurately as 
possible. However, we cannot guarantee 100% accuracy, due to 
variations that occur in the printing process.
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